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Descriptive Summary
Title: Romance Books and Ephemera Collection
Dates: 1938-2011
Collection Number: SC.9
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 452 volumes and 25 boxes (57 linear ft)
Repository: California State University, Fullerton. University Archives and Special Collections
Fullerton, California 92834-4150
Abstract: The Romance Books and Ephemera Collection consists of romance novels from the mid-20th century to date published by American and some British publishing companies
Language of Material: English
Access
The collection is open for research.
Preferred Citation
Romance Books and Ephemera Collection. California State University, Fullerton. University Archives and Special Collections
Scope and Content of Collection
All Romance sub-genres are represented such as historical, nurse, paranormal, etc. The ephemera boxes primarily contain publishers' blurbs, guides to the writing and marketing of romance novels and announcements pertaining to romance genre fan organizations and meetings.
Indexing Terms
Romance fiction.
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